Solar Design: Proposal Development to IFP
Home Depot
• 17 sites designed in IL and CT
• Completed proposal to IFC design
• Will apply for Permit 5/21/19
Walmart
• 19 sites designed in IL
• Completed proposal to tier 2 design
Verizon
• 1 site designed in CA
• Completed tier 1 design
Google
• 2 sites designed in CA
• Completed tier 2 design

• Performed modeling and shade analysis for
all sites

Project Outcomes
Home Depot:
• 9 MW solar planned
• 23,000 panels – E-series, HDT
Walmart:
• Nearly 20 MW solar planned
• Over 50,000 panels – P-series, HDT
Verizon:
• 340 KW solar planned
• 780 panels – E-series, HDT
Google:
• 550 KW solar planned
• 1,716 panels – X-series, HST

Potentially 30,000 metric tons GHG emission
reduction per year across all portfolios when
systems are up and running
Assumptions:
• Average house receives 4 hours usable sunlight
per day in the US
• 1,000 KWh = 0.707 metric tons CO2 equivalent

Lessons Learned / Fellow Experience
The design execution team is an experiment designed to test if SunPower can bring system design work in-house. The benefits
of the team include reduced costs, greater knowledge of SunPower products from a design perspective, and increased ease in
communication with various parties involved in the design process when compared to hiring outside consultants. The team
has largely met its goals and is actively looking to expand its experience to support new products in the future.
Successful Strategies:
•
Communication is key, especially with regards with coworkers and project engineers
•
Ask questions when confused. This will prevent countless issues down the road if things are not done properly
•
Ask coworkers or supervisor for help if workload becomes too heavy
Recommendations for Improvement / Program Expansion:
•
If the design execution team becomes a permanent member of the commercial engineering department at SunPower, it
may need to grow to keep up with an expanded workload. This may provide additional opportunities for future Climate
Corp fellows looking to develop experience in the engineering field of solar in the future.

Ryan Srinivasan
Ryan Srinivasan graduated with a B.S. in Environmental Engineering from Cal Poly, SLO in 2018, where he worked with pilot scale pond
water treatment systems. He hopes to continue working in the solar field in the future, but is also open to exploring other opportunities in
the environmental field.
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